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INT. A ROUGH DAY IN SCHOOL FOR ERIK - MORNING1 1

It is another bad day for Erik who wants to become a painter 

and he is not good in his studies. So, his friends often make 

fun of him because he does many foolish things and whenever 

the teacher asks him questions related to his topics. He 

never answers them properly. On Monday morning Erik is 

sitting on his desk and teacher has given some work to do. 

Everyone is busy in doing their work so that they can submit 

it to the school teacher whose name is Sara so that they can 

get good marks but Erik is a very weird child who is not 

interested in doing these assignments or to compete with 

anyone else in the class. While everyone is about to complete 

their task Erik is busy in drawing.

SARA

(Speaks with a loud voice 

so that the whole class 

can hear)

Hello everyone, time is about to end

and I hope you all have done your

work now. Please submit it to me

quickly so that I can see what you

all have done.

JOHN

(Friend of Erik who knows 

the talent of Erik speaks 

with a loud voice)

Yes, ma'am, I have done my work and

I am sure you will like it.

STEVE

(Steve is a classmate of 

Erik and they both don't 

like each other. Steve 

speaks with anger)

Teacher! You should see what Erik is

doing.

SARA

What? Let me see.

STEVE

(Steve quickly grab the 

pages of Erick where he 

was drawing some paintings 
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and show it to the 

teacher)

See this teacher. He was not

listening to you and was busy

creating some cartoons of yours.

SARA

That is bad Erik. I am tired of

telling you again and again that you

should focus on your studies and

leave these foolish things at your

home. Focus Erik! Focus!

ERIK

(His eyes are looking down 

and he is feeling 

embarrassment)

Sorry teacher. I won't do this

again. Please don't call my parents.

SARA

I am going to call your parents for

sure. Enough is enough.

EXT. STEVE BULLYING ERIK AFTER SCHOOL - LATER THAT DAY2 2

Once the class is off and everyone is waiting for their 

parents to pick them up Erik and his friends are also waiting 

and while waiting they are talking to each other and then 

suddenly Steve starts to embarrass Erik so that he can make 

fun of him. Erik is already upset and then he gets really 

angry when Steve and his group of some friends start to say 

some things to him.

ERIK

Hey John, I am tired of these things

man.

What do you think I should do now?

Mom will kill me...

JOHN

Don't worry my friend. Everything

will be alright and I hope the

teacher won't call your parents. So

just chill.

Suddenly, Steve comes with his group of friends and joins the 

whole conversation.

STEVE

Do you know one thing, Erik?
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ERIK

(Erik with a strange look 

replies)

What?

STEVE

You are like shit who gives

relaxation but smells horrible.

JOHN

Hey, Steve please go away we are not

in a mood to talk now.

STEVE

(Continue the 

conversation)

But do you know what is the best

thing?

ERIK

I don't wanna know.

STEVE

(Continue the 

conversation)

The best thing in shit is that you

can just press the button of flush

in the toilet and the shit

disappears. hahahahah lol.

Steve and his friends are laughing while John and Erik get 

angry and leave the conversation by saying nothing at all.

INT/EXT. ERIK WATCHES A TV SHOW OF A GREAT PAINTER - NIGHT3 3

Now Erik is pretty much frustrated with his life and wants to 

find a solution. He needs some guidance and he is very much 

confused about what to do now. While thinking about all these 

things he turns his television on and there is a show of a 

famous painter is going on. The name of that painter is 

Stylo.

STYKO

(Styko is explaining 

something on T.V)

A painting is not just a collection

of things and colours.

ERIK
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(Erik is watching with 

great interest because he 

likes to make paintings)

Hmm.. that is interesting.

STYKO

A painting is a way of expressing

the hidden world in your head. It is

a way of telling stories, it is a

way of giving clues to hidden

stories.

You can tell the whole things with

just one image and it can take hours

for the viewer to understand that

thought process artist used while

creating that painting.

People can learn to engineer, people

can learn the business but people

can't learn the art. Art is

something which is a gift of God and

only a few people have that gift in

this world. So, if you are one of

those who have that gift. Then make

sure you use it wisely.

ERIK

I think this is the solution to my

problems and to the hate that I

receive. I will have to do

something.

STYKO

Don't think about what others say.

Do your hustle in the silence and

make them hear the sound of your

success.

EXT/INT. THE DAY THAT CHANGED EVERYTHING - MOMENTS LATER4 4

Last day of school and Erik is about to pass out. On this 

last day Steve and his friends plans to make Erik embarres 

again by making fun of him but while making his fun 

accidently Erik fall from the stage and he gets a severe 

injury. Now he has a strong need of revenge from those 

people.

STEVE

Hey Erik, do you know one thing?
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ERIK

Not again Steve.

STEVE

hahah. You are too scared of me. I

won't harm you.

Come closer to me.

Steve gets closer to Erik in order to scare him while on the 

other hand teacher is about to call his name and he has to go 

to the stage for collecting his degree.Everyone is sitting in 

the audience and waiting for their turn.

STEVE

Come closer. I will give you all my

love.

ERIK

Stay away from me Steve. Enough is

enough.

STEVE

I won't stop and you know that.

I know you are scared of me. Don't

you?

While all this is happening friends of Steve added a slippery 

bubble gum on Erik's shoes and then teacher just called his 

name and asked him to come on stage.

SARA

Erik now it is your turn. Come on

stage please.

Erik is nervous but he leaves Steve and starts walking 

towards the stage in order to get his degree. While walking 

on stage because of that bubble gum Erik slips and falls on 

the ground infront of everyone. Everyone starts laughing and 

then people come and take him to the hospital.

INT. ERIK IN HOSPITAL AND WANTS A REVENGE - MOMENTS LATER5 5

Now Erik is 90% recovered and now he will be at home tomorrow 

but sitting on his bed in the hospital he is constantly 

thinking about taking revenge from Steve and his friends. He 

is counting the numbers and preparing a plan. He wants to 

kill all of them one by one in order to take his revenge.

ERIK

(Thinking in his mind and 

saying to himself)
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There are three of them. Number one

is Steve. Number two is Tailor.

Number three is Tom. I am going to

kill all of them at once and will

leave one of my painting at their

home so that their soul can realize

that these paintings are not useless

and they stop making fun of them.

The nights in the hospital are the

worst nights of his life and he is

not able to sleep the whole night.

He is thinking about the respect he

lost on that day and the

embarrassment he felt at that time.

INT. FIRST CRIME SCENE - MOMENTS LATER6 6

Once Erik got home and he becomes healthy again. His first 

target is Steve's friend Tailor who lives in a rich family 

and has a big house. Erik makes a plan to enter his house and 

kills him which is the start of his revenge. The interesting 

thing for police is that Erik leaves one of his painting at 

the crime scene which has clues of why Tailor was being 

killed by Erik.

ERIK

Now I will explain to them that

paintings are not just a collection

of things and colours but they are

the clues to the murder. They have

the reasons and stories in them for

smart people to see and find.

TAILOR

Hey Erik, why are you here?

ERIK

You used to bully me and now I will

tell you what it feels like.

Erik kills Tailor and leaves the house without anyone notices 

him and then when police visit the house they see a painting 

lying on Tailor dead body. This hits the news and now Erik is 

a famous killer known by A painter who wants an act of 

revenge.

INT. SECOND CRIME SCENE - LATER THAT DAY7 7

On that very same day, Erik decides to kill the second friend 

of Steve whose name is Tom. He is a poor person and lives in 
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a slum. When Erik visits his house. He saw some very 

interesting things but still, he decides to kill him.

ERIK

Time has come to Tom.

TOM

What do you mean by that Erik?

ERIK

Do you know that embarrassment hurts

more than lack of money or fame?

TOM

What are you talking about Erik?

Have you gone mad?

ERIK

Yes, I am mad now. I am mad about

the blood of all people who made me

realize that I am nothing but a

piece of shit.

TOM

Calm down, Erik. I am not in a mood

to have a debate with you today.

Erik kills Tom and then leave a painting there as well.

INT. THIRD AND FINAL CRIME SCENE - DAY8 8

Now, this is the time of killing Steve who was the mastermind 

behind all this trouble. Erik is ready to take the revenge 

and he kills Steve without any hesitation. A voice-over of 

Erik is going on in his head. 

ERIK (V.O.)

Poem going on in his head

I painted those pictures

I left some clues there

I made those stories myself

Leave it. You will never understand.

There are things you can figure out

There are emotions only I can feel

Now everyone wants to listen

But no one is there to speak

I was there at one time

I was there to laugh with you
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I was there but you didn't care

I was there. I was there

Now the time has come for the

revenge

I am gonna take it without your

presence

The world is like an illusion

When the time comes you become the

king

I was just a painter who needed

nothing

You gave me a reason to live

I am here to end this forever

Remember my name, remember my needs

Nobody is a criminal by birth

You made fun of me

Now you pay the price

That's how mean is life.

And then Erik kills Steve by a brush and leaves a painting 

lying on his dead body. This poetry is going on with music 

while showing the dead body of Steve.


